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1. Parentheses in Old English Poetry 
Helmut Gneuss explains the difference between prose and poetic 
dictions in Old English (OE) by giving a few characteristics unique to 
the verse language in a chapter in The Cambridge Companion ωOld 
English Literature (43-45). OE had a number of words peculiar to po・
etry， many of which were synonymous to one another so that they 
could facilitate alliteration and apposition as the poet needed them. 1t 
had a number of compounds again unique to poetry， which added vari-
ety to the poet's stock of expressions. 1n addition to such lexical charac圃
teristics， Gneuss explains that poetry was also different from prose in 
its syntax:“As a general rule， itmay be said that sentences are struc-
tured more loosely than in prose" (45). The second characteristic of 
verse syntax which Gneuss gives is the topic of this paper. He contin-
ues: 
Another characteristic of poetry is the insertion of parenthetic 
phrases which interrupt the progression of a sentence but allow the 
poet to place a comment or explanatory remark where he thinks it 
suitable， as in Beoωuぴ2706-8(where the dashes were of course 
supplied by the editors): 
Feond gefyldan -ferh ellen wrac-
ond hi hyne ta begen abroten hafdon， 
si badelingas. 
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He then moves on to a comment on word order， saying that poetry 
tended to use the order SVO in main clauses (45). The half-line in ques-
tion is indeed punctuated as a parenthetic expression， appearing be-
tween either parentheses or dashes， inthe several editions of the poem 
that 1 have at hand CDobbie; Fulk， Bjork and Niles; Jack; Klaeber; 
恥1itchelland Robinson; Wrenn and Bolton). The punctuation did not 
exist in the manuscript but is what modern editors supplied to the text 
as Gneuss alerts in the parentheses in the quotation. What is a paren-
thetic phrase that Gneuss names as one of the characteristics of OE 
poetry? 
E. D. Laborde briefly discusses what he calls parentheses in his 1924 
article on the style of The Bαtle 01 Maldon. He says that there are two 
kinds of parenthes巴s.The first kind is “parenthetic in sense only， being 
connected syntactically with the main sentence" (413)， which is not 
what is regarded as a parenthetic expression today. He includes in this 
category a sequence like Beo 371: HroδIgar mα:telode， helm Scyldinga 
“Hrothgar， protecting lord of the Scyldings， spoke forth"I. The other 
category “consists of an absolute construction， and is thus a pure paren-
thesis .. It is either explanatory .， or it may record concomitant cir-
cumstances" (414). He gives， as an example for the “explanatory" 
subcategory， Mald 309-10: Byrhtwold matelode， bord halenode / (se was 
eald geneat)， asc acωehte“Byrhtwold held forth， heaved up his shield 
-he was an aged companion-he shook his ash-spear." The relative 
clause se was eald geneat is the sequence in question. Elliott Van Kirk 
Dobbie's edition in the Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records， from which the OE 
is quoted， puts it in parentheses and S. A. J. Bradley's translation with 
dashes may reflect Dobbie's punctuation. More recent editors of the 
poem， D.G. Scragg and Elaine Treharne， do not put it either in parenthe-
ses or between dashes， and most critics today will not regard it as a 
parenthetic expression. Laborde' s example for the latter subcategory 
is the last half-line in Mald 91-92: Ongan ceallian ta oler cald water / 
Byrhtelmes bearn (beornαs gehlyston)“Across the chill wat巴r，then， 
Byrhtelm's son called out-the men listened，" which Scragg parenthe-
sizes and Treharne starts with a dash. Laborde thus includes in his 
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discussion of parenthetic expressions those which more recent editors 
do not regard as such. He does not formally define what parentheses 
are. 
As Laborde reported “parenthetic comments on action are inserted 
so abruptly in Beowull as to cause some modern critics to regard them 
as Iater interpolations" (413) in 1924， the existence of parentheses has 
been recognized at least for as long. Critics have known what they are 
when they talk about parentheses even though they caIl them with 
different names， and more importantly， though there has been no c1ear 
definition of what a parenthesis is in OE poetry. Editors of OE poems 
have recognized their existence and represented them in their texts by 
enc10sing them in either parentheses or dashes. Editors' decisions were 
however not unanimous in many cases. Some editors put one half-line 
in parentheses while others leave it unmarked. 
Andreas is one of the few OE poems which have been edited more 
than several times since the 19th century. Jacob Grimm published an 
edition of the poem with Elene in 1840， using Benjamin Thorpe's unti-
tled first edition of the poem published in Appendices to a Report on 
Rymer's "Foedera" in 1836. J. M. Kemble's edition came out in 1843. 
Christian W. M. Grein's Bibliothek der angelsachsischen Poesie， published 
in 1858 and revised by R. P. Wulker in 1894， was a standard edition for 
study while W. M. Baskervill published his edition in Boston in 1885. 
George Philip Krapp had prepared an edition of the poem with The 
Fates 01 the Aρostles in 1906 before he edited the same poem for the 
Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records in 1932. Kenneth R. Brooks published 
Andreas and the Fates 01 the Apostles， almost thirty years later， in1961. 
Brooks's edition has been the standard edition of the poem since then， 
for more than half a century. The 21st century has already seen two 
new editions of the poem. Mary Clayton prepared an edition of the 
poem with facing-page translation in her Old English Poems 01 Christ 
and His Saints for the Dumbarton Oaks Medieval Library series in 2013， 
which was followed by Richard North and Michael D. J. Bintley's new 
edition devoted to Andreas and The F，αtes 01 the Aρostles in 2016. Deci-
sions made on the same verse or verses by the editors of this poem can 
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be compared. Some verses have been put in parentheses in a1 the edi-
tions while others only in one or a few of them. Those parenthetic ex-
pressions supported by a1 the editions hsve some common syntactic 
characterisitcs which others do not necessarily have. This paper aims 
to distil those syntactic conditions that parenthetic expressions have in 
the OE poem. 
2. Syntactic Conditions 
Bruce Mitche11 discusses “parentheses" in ~~3848-57 of his Old Eng-
lish Syntax. He starts with a definition of the parenthesis given in a 
linguistic dictionary of the 1950s and takes up Krapp's artic1e “The 
Parenthetic Exc1amation in Old English Poetry." He then quotes and 
comments on the three conditions of a parenthetic expression given in 
S. O. Andrew's Postscript on Beowulf (~3848). Andrew says "since the 
parenthesised clause is fenced off at both ends， itshould be a self-
contained principal sentence" (63). The parenthesis， Mitchell adds， can 
be a complex sentence， and he gives as an example Beo 1003b: fremme se 
te wille“whoever so wishes may try." Th巴secondcondition Andrew 
gives is that“the parenthesis must definitely interrupt the main sen-
tence .. and not stand in a possible syntactic relation to it" (64). 
Mitche11 admits that“the idea of grammatical independence is .. the 
key one." Andrew's third condition is that “the parenthesis should not 
interrupt the main sentence unduly， i.e. to the extent of causing the 
hearers to lose the thread of it" (65). To this恥1itchelladds a caveat， 
“we must not be too cavalier in dismissing the possibility of longish 
parentheses in the poetry" (~3848). 
Mitchell remarks “how personal is the idea of what constitutes a 
parenthesis" (~3854). He names three lists of parentheses， those pre-
pared by Levin Ludwig Schucking， Krapp (“Parenthetic Exclamation") 
and Andrew. Some examples listed as parentheses by one are not con-
sidered as such by the others. He recommends that a future research 
look at Krapp's list. He concludes his chapter on parentheses with this 
com立lent:
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“Inevitably there is room for difference of opinion， but not with his 
observation (p. 37) that‘it may be said， inconclusion， that the paren-
thetic exclamatory sentence is a consistently used and persistent ele-
ment of the 01d English poetic style ..'" (~3857). Mitchell too believes 
that the parenthesis is a style that existed in OE poetry. It is there. But 
what is it actually? 
3. Krapp's List and His Editions 
Krapp lists in his 1905 article “Parenthetic Exclamation" what he 
regards as parentheses in major OE poems， including Andreas. His list 
for Andreas gives the following thirteen places: 36b， 46b， 646b-47， 733b-
34， 764b，967a， 985b， 1242b-43a， 1261b， 1322a， 1565b，“and before a passage 
of direct discourse，" 402b問。4，adding 1631 after the list (37). The follow-
ing year， 1906， saw the publication of his own edition of the poem， and 
he edited the same poem for the Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records in 1932 as 
mentioned above. Table 1 shows the line numbers where Krapp paren嗣
thesizes verses in his two editions of the poem against those listed in his 
1905 article. Not al the verses in the list are actually parenthesized in 
his own edition published in the fol1owing year. Some verses not in the 
list are parenthesized in the editions and the two editions do not agree 
in al the parenthesized verses. It is remarkable that even one critic/edi-
tor shows changes in judgment through the course of his career. 
4. Andreas Editions 
There have been a dozen editions of the poem since Thorpe first 
edited it in 1836. The 19th-century editors except Grein do not have any 
parenthesized verses though Grimm uses the device at 3b-4b which 
no other edition parenthesizes. Therefore， six editions， Grein-Wulker 
(1894)， Krapp (1906)， Krapp (1932)， Brooks (1961)， Clayton (2013)， and 
North and Bint1ey (2016)， are used for this present study. Table 2 shows 
the verses that each edition puts in paretheses or between dashes. 
There is a great variety of judgment. The bottom shows the numbers 
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Table 1 Krapp's List and Vers自由Parenthesizedin His Editions 
Krapp 1905 list Krapp 1906 Krapp 1932 (ASPR 4) 
36b 
46b 46b 
127 127 
138b 
170 
402b-04b 
492b 492b 
646b-47 646b-47b 646b-47b 
733b-34 733b-34a 733b-34a 
740b-41b 
762b 
764b 764b 764b 
839b 
967a 967a 967a 
985b 985b 985b 
1037b-38b 1037b-38b 
1242b-43a 
1261b 
1322a 1322a 
1565b 1565b 1565b 
1631 
of parenthesized places. 
Grein and Brooks sparingly put verses in parentheses， each recog欄
nizing five parenthetic expressions in the poem. Krapp (1932) is most 
extravant， parenthesizing fourteen places. At least one editor parenthe-
sizes one of the eighteen places of the poem. Most consist of one 
haIf-line but some are three half-lines long. Only three places are paren-
thesized in al the six editions: 127， 764b and 1565b. All the editions but 
Grein's agree in parenthesizing.492b. Two other places have four sup-
porters， namely 646b-47b and 985b. Not many others are parenthesized 
???
?
??
??
?????
???
?
?
?????
? ? ? ?
????
?
?
Verses Parenthesized in the Six Editions 
Grein-Wulker 1894 Krapp 1906 Krap型1932(血SPR4.) Brooks 1961 Clayton 2013 North & Bintley 2016 
46b 
127 127 127 127 127 127 
138b 138b-40a 
170 170 
402b-04b 
492b 492b 492b 492b 492b 
498b-500b 498b-500b 
646b-47b 646b-47b 646b-47b 646b-47b 
733b-34a 733b-34a 
741b-42b [740b-41b] 740b-41b 
762b 
765b [764b] 764b 764b 764b 764b 764b 
839b 
967a 967a 
985b 985b 985b 985b 
1037b-38b 1037b-38b 1037b-38b 
1322a 
1567b [1565b] 1565b 1565b 1565b 1565b 1565b 
5 11 14 5 9 7 
Table 2 
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in three or more editions. It will be worthwhile to compare those 
“more popular" parenthetic expressions with some of the “less popular." 
• 5. The “More Popular" Parenthetic Expressions 
Four places are parenthesized in the five editions since Krapp 
(1906): 127， 492b， 764b and 1565b. The first is found in verses 125b-29: 
Dugud samnade， 
hadne hildfrecan， heapum trungon， 
(gudsearo gullon， garas hrysedon)， 
bolgenmode， under bordhreodan. 
W oldon cunnian hwader cwice lifdon 
“The multitude assembled， the heathen warriors thronged in 
crowds， infrenzied mood behind their shields; war-coats were jan-
gling， spears clattering. They wanted to find out whether [the pris-
onersJ survived alive …" 
The multitude that assembled here is the anthropophagous 
Mermedonians. The subject of the first clause dugud and that of the 
second clause hadne hildfrecan both refer to the Mermedonian troops. 
The subject is carried over to the clause in 129a whose verb is woldon. 
But the subjects of the two claus部 in127 are the war gear the troops are 
equipped with. The compound adjective bolgenmode in the nominative 
cannot go with the clause beginning with woldon because of Kuhn's 
First Law. Thus bolgenmode， under bordhreodan in 128 must go with the 
clause before the parenthesis. The parentheses are editorial1y necessary 
to show the clause structure to the modern reader. 
The second parenthesis is dys ane ma isat 492b， which is not listed 
in Krapp's“Parenthetic Exclamation" article (1905) and nevertheless 
gets parenthesized in his own edition published in the following year. 
1t has been marked as a parenthetic expression since then. Editors place 
it within this long sentence， 489-95a: 
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Ic was on gifede iu ond nu ta 
syxtyne sidum on sabate， 
mere hrerendum mundum freorig， 
eagorstreamas， (is dys ane ma)， 
swa ic afre ne geseah anigne mann， 
trydbearn haleδa， te gelicne， 
steoran ofer stafnan. 
“1 have by chance been aboard ship sixteen times now and then， 
freezing cold， plying the ocean， the flowing tides， by manual 
strength-this is one time more-without ever having seen any 
man， any steersman upon the stern， like you， mighty son of 
heroes." 
Andrew praises the steering skills of the captain here. He does not yet 
know that he is speaking to God. Verses 489-92a consist of a clause 
whose subject is ic， and the clause beginning with swa in 493a-95a also 
has ic as its subject. The parenthesized clause has a neuter demonstra-
tive dys as its subject. Editors see some kind of subordination between 
the two clauses that have ic as theirsubject， whether swαis synony. 
mous as swa teah as Krapp (1906) notes in his commentary (107)， or the 
latter clause should be interpreted as “without ever seeing" as Bradley's 
translation shows and as Brooks notes in his commentary (79). The 
clause in 492b stands between a principal and a subordinate clause. It 
has to be put in parentheses to show the syntactic relation between the 
two clauses. 
The third parenthesis again occurs in Andrew's words spoken to 
God impersonating the captain of the ship. Andrew tels a story of 
God's miracles to the captain， in which the stone of a temple spoke 
words by God's command and tels an unfaithful priest that the man 
whose identity the latter doubts is God himself. After quoting the 
stone's words， Andrew speaks these words (761-67a): 
After tyssum wordum weorud hlosnode 
geond tat side sel， (swigodon ealle)， 
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da da yldestan eft ongunnon 
secgan synfulle， Csod ne oncneowan)， 
tat hit drycraftum gedon ware， 
scingelacum， tat se scyna stan 
malde for mannum. 
“During these words the crowd throughout the spacious hall 
was listening; al were silent. Then the most senior ones， ful of sin 
-they did not acknowledge the truth-began after that to say that 
it had been contrived by sorcery， by tricks of illusion， that the beau-
tiful stone talked in front of people." 
Krapp (1932) is alone in parenthesizing 762b. His earlier edition made 
this verse.the last part of the sentence， making it a variation of 761b. 
North and Bintley too have da da yldestan at 763 a start a new sentence. 
It is the second parenthesis in the quote that is in question here. Right 
after the parenthesis is a tat clause which tels what “the most senior 
ones" said. The subject of the parenthesized clause is the same as that 
of the preceding one. But the verb in the parenthesis is negated， and 
“the truth" sod cannot be in apposition to the tat clause which follows 
the parenthesis. It was again editorially necessary to make the clause 
stand outside the surrounding clauses. 
The Mermedonians receive retribution for the wrongs they have 
done. Their city is inundated by flood water. One of the inhabitants 
cries out that they are suffering it because they have incarcerated An-
drew. He says that they should release him and ask for help， in the 
following verses， 1562b-68， which include another parenthetic expres・
slOn: 
Tat is her swa cud， 
is hit mycle selre， tas te ic soδtalige， 
tat we hine alysan of leodobendum， 
ealle anmode， Cofost is selost)， 
ond us tone halgan helpe biddan， 
geoce ond frofre. Us biδgearu sona 
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sybb after sorge， gif we secat to him. 
‘. that is thus evident here. It is much better， according to what 1 
reckon the truth to be， that we al of us unanimously release him 
from fetters一hasteis the best policy-and entreat the holy man for 
help， aid and relief. Peace after sorrow wi1 be ours at once if we 
look to him." 
North and Bintley start a new sentence at 1563a. The tat c1ause 1564-
65a is what this Mermedonian suggests they do. The subject isωe， 
which is carried over into the c1ause following the parenthesis， 1566-67a. 
The c1ause in parentheses ofost is selost has an abstract noun ofost 
“haste" as its subject. It should be regarded as a variation of1563a is hit 
mycle selre， and the variation is stuck in the tat c1ause so that it has to 
be editorially marked out. 
The clause in parentheses here is a formula also found in Beowulf 
and Exodus， but being a formula does not necessarily qualify for a pa. 
renthesis. In fact， none of the examples in the two poems shows the 
formula in parentheses in their editions. In Beo 256b-57， a sentry watch. 
ing the shore of the Scyldings asks Beowulf who he and his company 
are， and demands a quick reply: Ofost is selest / to gecydanne hωanan 
eowre cyme syndon“haste is best in dec1aring what lies behind your 
coming here." Unlike our parenthesis in Andreas， this formula has an 
inflected infinitive to go with it. Verse 257 concludes the sentry's words 
which have begun with Hwat syndon ge seαrohabbendra "What sort of 
armour.bearing men are you ..?" in 237. Similarly in Exod 293b-94， the 
formula has a tat c1ause following it when Moses hastens his people in 
their flight across the ocean floor: Ofest is selost / tat ge of feonda fadme 
ωeorden“Speed is the best thing， sothat you may escape your enemies' 
clutch." Another instance of the formula in Beowulf has a tat c1ause 
after it (Beo 3007b-lOa)， though it has betost instead of selost. 
These “more popular" parenthetic expressions supported by al the 
editions of the poem Andreas are independent clauses inserted between 
other c1auses or within a c1ause. In the former case (492b; 764b; 1565b)， 
their adjacent clauses have a syntactic relation of some kind to each 
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other and the parenthetic expressions separate them. Their syntactic 
re1ation can only be shown by putting the intervening expressions in 
parentheses in modern punctuation， ifth，e adjacent two clauses are to 
form a sentence or part of a sentence. The one found within another 
clause (127) has subjects different from that of the clause which sur-
rounds the parenthesis. 
6. The “Less Popular" Parenthetic Expressions 
There are other verses put in parentheses in fewer editions of 
Andreas. In fact， there are several verses that only one editor puts in 
parentheses. Krapp (1932) for example parenthesizes 762b swigodon 
ealle while no other editor does so. The context has been quoted above. 
He is also alone in parenthesizing 46b. Verses 45司 47describe the 
Mermedonians eager to capture Matth巴w:
Eodon him ta togenes， garum gehyrsted， 
lungre under linde， Cnalas late waron)， 
eorre ascberend， to tam orlege. 
“Then they advanced against him swiftly behind their shields， fur-
nished with spears; they were not slow， these angry men bearing 
shafts of ash， into the fray." 
North and Bintley do not parenthesize either of the two half鴨linesthat 
Krapp (1932) puts in parentheses. Parenthesizing is not editorially nec-
essary since the clause in the half-line in both cases shares the subject 
with the neighboring clauses. There is no chance of misunderstanding 
on the part of a modern reader if those ha1f-lines are 1eft without paren-
theses or dashes. 
Mary Clayton， more recently， isalso alone in putting a dash before 
138b: Cirmdon cald-heorte -cordor odrum getang; / rede ras-boran rihtes 
ne gimdon， / meotudes mildse "Cold-hearted， they cried out-one armed 
troop crowded against the other; the fierce 1eaders did not care about 
right or the creator's mercy" (lines 138-40a; Clayton's punctuation and 
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translation)， but she did not enclose the half-line. Her use of the dash 
here may be of a different nature from parenthesizing. 
7. Conclusion 
The examples discussed so far are either a half-line or one whole 
line long. There are a few that are longer than a line in some editions. 
One such parenthesis is found in 644-51: 
Nu ic on te sylfum sod oncnawe， 
wisdoms gewit， wundorcrafte 
sigesped geseald， (snyttrum blowed， 
beorhtre blisse， breost innanweard)， 
nu ic te sylfum secgan wille 
oor ond ende， swa ic tas adelinges 
word ond wisdom on wera gemote 
turh his sylfes mud symle gehyrde. 
“Since in your person 1 recognize truth and understanding of wis-
dom， a competence granted by miraculous strength-by wisdom 
the breast blossoms within with sublime joy-1 will now tel you 
the beginning and the end since 1 was for ever hearing amid a gath-
ering of people the words and the wisdom of that Prince， out of his 
own mouth." 
All the editors since Krapp (1906) except Brooks parenthesize verses 
646b-47b. The subject of the parenthesized clause breost is different 
from that shared by the adjacent clauses， ic.Those editors who paren開
thesize the verses see a correlation or a subordination between the two 
clause-initial nu's. Bradley's translation also shows the subordination. 
Apparently， Brooks does not recognize the subordination， and treats the 
two clauses beginning with nu as two separate sentences. Whether 
there is a semantic or stylistic correlation between two separate sen-
tences is a different matter， but Brooks at least does not find the need to 
show the syntactic subordination between the two nu clauses. Since the 
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two nu's are not immediate1y fol1owed by the finite verb， Mary B10ckley 
will regard both as conjunctions (7). 
The point is whether the reader， or jJle editor of the text， sees a 
syntactic relation such as subordination between the two adjacent 
clauses. If you see a syntactic relation between the two nu clauses and 
you see another clause standing in between， then you see a parenthesis 
there. In other words， ifthe editor imposes modern punctuation upon 
such a sequence of clauses， and they inevitably do sd， they see a paren-
thetic expression and enc10se it in parentheses. It is like a ghost picture. 
The ghost may have been there wh巴nyou took the photograph， or 
something that is not a ghost just happens to appear like a ghost in the 
photograph. In either case， itis modern photography that has made 
ghost photographs available. Likewise， the OE poet may have inserted 
theircomm巴ntwithin a clause or between clauses. They may have been 
aware of “parenthetic" expressions themselves. But it can a1so be that 
modern punctuation just happens to make the non-exIstent ghost ap-
pear on the edited text. The ghosts may or may not have been there 
when the OE poet composed their poem. Ghost hunting stil needs to 
continue. 
Notes 
1 Ref巴rencesto OE examples fo11ow the method used in th巴DictionaryolOld 
English Web Corpus， and the OE texts are a1 quoted from the re1evant 
vo1umes of the Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records. Translations are those by 
S. A. J. Brad1ey. 
2 For an attempt to repunctuate an OE poem on new princip1es， see Bruce 
Mitche11 and Susan lrvine's edition of Beowulf. 
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